
Guidance to academic departments on programme extensions 
- reflecting changes made June 2019 

 
Where a student is granted a submission deadline extension which takes them beyond their 
programme end date, the Board of Studies will need to approve a programme extension. 
 
ALL extension requests should come about as a result of either: 
 

a) A student submitting an exceptional circumstances claim which is then upheld and 
the remedy for the claim includes a submission deadline extension which goes 
beyond the student’s current programme end date.  

b) OR as an adjustment approved by a Student Support Plan, a departmental disability 
officer approves a submission deadline extension which goes beyond a student’s 
current programme end date. 

 
If the new submission deadline is less than 6 months beyond the student’s original 
programme end date, the Board of Studies can approve the extension. Provided process (a) 
or (b) has been correctly followed, no further authorisation is required and Student Records 
can be asked to process a programme extension. To request this, the academic department 
should complete the Short Programme Extension form, attach the evidence requested 
then email it to student-records@york.ac.uk . Form available at 
https://www.york.ac.uk/staff/supporting-students/academic/taught/extensions/#tab-2 
 
Extensions of >6 months past the end date 
 
Students should be made aware that  submission deadline extensions which take students 
more than 6 months beyond their original programme end date require Special Cases 
Committee approval and will require the completion of the form “Recommendation for 
Extension of Enrolment - more than 6 months”. That form should be emailed, with 
attachments, to the Special Cases team at scc@york.ac.uk. SCC will then inform the student 
and department of SCC’s decision. Form available at 
https://www.york.ac.uk/staff/supporting-students/academic/taught/extensions/#tab-2 
 
Where extensions of 6-12 months are supported by appropriate supporting evidence, the 
correct processes have clearly been followed and there are no complicating factors, the 
Special Cases Manager has authorisation to approve extensions on behalf of SCC. The 
Special Cases Manager will apply the same level of scrutiny as SCC - if there is any 
uncertainty about the supporting evidence, the request will be taken to a meeting for a 
decision by SCC. Extensions of >12 months are always considered by Special Cases 
Committee. 
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Clarifying details: 
 
Academic departments will need to be aware of a student's original programme end date - to 
be clear, if a student's end date has changed as a result of a leave of absence, use the date 
which was created after the leave of absence. For example, a student had an original 
programme end date of 14/6/2019 but took a year's leave of absence in 2017 which pushed 
their end date back to 19/6/2020 - in that circumstance, SCC starts counting the 6 months 
from 19/6/2020. 
 
If a student has a series of short extensions approved by an EC committee, they can all be 
approved by Board of Studies without SCC approval, provided the cumulative total of the 
extensions stays under 6 months. 
 
If a student has already had 5 months of extensions and needs another 2 months, that will 
require SCC approval - though the newest extension is in itself <6 months, the new 
programme end date will be more than 6 months past the original programme end date. 
 
 
 


